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About This Game

Claire is alone, lost, and hunted. The world has quickly becomes shrouded in darkness with unseen threats stalking Claire from
the shadows. Aided by her dog and armed only with a flashlight, Claire must conquer her fear and find her comatose mother.

However, there are others lost in the darkness seeking salvation. Claire must decide who she is going to save. With every choice
she'll begin to discover who she really is and whether she deserves to be saved herself.

-Play as Claire and explore multiple levels accompanied by your dog, Anubis.
- Use a lighter or a mouse-controlled flashlight to explore an increasingly dark world.

-Contend with the panic system, a system that increases the scariness of the environment as fear tightens its grip on Claire.
-Fight back Claire’s fear and stay alert with items scavenged from the dark corners of the world.

-Find others lost in the darkness, help them and decide to save them or leave them be.
-Multiple endings determined by plot choices and interactions with the others.

-Multiple difficulty settings, including “Nightmare” where Claire can literally be scared to death.
-New Game + allows you to keep your items and ramp up the difficulty.
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Title: Claire
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Hailstorm Games
Publisher:
Hailstorm Games
Release Date: 7 Jul, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB Card

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Polish,Portuguese,Russian
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I purchased this game for my youngest nephew, but I play it more than he does. The game is extremely addictive. Lots of levels,
the graphics is good, good music and high replayablilty. The puzzles can be challenging especially for younger players. Good
game.. + Cute style
+ Simple controls
+ Collectables

- Recycled enemy\/bosses
- Short unless you go for 100%
- Too easy

The game has a nice style to it, simple yet effective and pleasing to look at. The controls are simple which is nice when you buy
upgrades to your dash later on. You can buy upgrades with gems you have to get in each level and some of these are tricky
without upgrades. The dev's have stated each gem can be gotten without using the dash but some are really frustrating to do
without it.
Points are meaningless unless you want more catpaws but the game is so easy you really shouldn't need to grind nor need to go
for the top score to get many. I am already at world 6 with 900 catpaws and have used them on the world-map for some hidden
items.

There are 7 worlds so plenty of levels to play and each one sports their own boss, the final level of each actual world being
original and not an enemy you see in the level.
As much a I like the game though even the original bosses have similar patterns to defeat them which can be a let down but
understandable with the simple style the game has.

However I feel this game could of done better without a boss at the end of the normal levels. They are just bigger versions of the
enemy you fight along the way in the same level. Some bosses later on have different attacks maybe but not different enough to
justify this many bosses. They are just recolours over a pattern you already faced before. I feel they are there just to drag out the
game for 20 seconds longer per level which is not good IMO.

Time attack proves how short the levels are, each time attack gives you 100 seconds to get to the end and even if you screw up a
few times you often have 20 seconds to spare. If you don't care for the gems the game will be short eve with over 60 levels.

Overall it is nice but again the bosses at the end of each level just make the game less fun to play in the long-run at least for me.
I give the game the thumbs-up however, I not really seen any bugs and the gems are the only real challenge I see so there is
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something for everyone who loves platformers. Take out the reused bosses and the game is pretty solid.. Although gameplay and
performance could be further optimized, the game has potential. It looks good, features great concept and vehicle design but
also feels quite empty... And to play against the bots for me wasn't that fun at all, to be honest.

From the gameplay aspect, the game is pretty straightforward, there is not much to do, you basically collect scrap metal from
shooting down enemies or towers, then you bring it to the base, unload the scrap on the ground, get points from it, get upgrades
with the points and use them in order to get more scrap, rinse and repeat until the timer runs out.

However, I spent approx one hour playing the game, both, solo and against bots and after that, sadly, I had little desire to return
to the game. I strongly feel what I got is not nearly enough for the price of 17\u20ac. I'm really not happy with the idea of
having purchased another early access game that it's already dead on arrival, only to be rotting in my library. Sorry for the awful
analogy, but it's true. I requested a refund, but In case it gets significantly improved in the future I will DEFINITELY buy it
again and change this review! However, in its current state, I'm sorry, I just can't recommend it.

On a final note: I also have to say that the devs are a nice team. I have contacted them about an issue I've been having and their
reply was quick and helpful! Kudos to the devs for the effort and the responsiveness. So perhaps there is hope for future
improvement...?. Some really cool concepts in here.
Simple puzzle platforming with some innovative switching mechanics.
Bright, colorful visuals.
I wish the soundtrack was a little more memorable.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/qBSiSMLSSKU. Please insert "Overly Positive" expletives here!

It took me 1.4 hours to finish it, which might seem short but those 1.4 hours were absolutely delightfull. The game really takes
advantage of VR in the best possible way to recount an equally engaging and absurd story, using moderately difficult puzzles
and voiced narration. What the visuals lack in polygons they compensate in charm and the sound design is gorgeous for the most
part (one character in the third part was repeating its lines a little bit too often).

consider this : you'd pay a similar amount of money to watch a movie of a similar length in a big theater ... and it wouldn't come
near what this game has to offer in terms of entertainment. Just get it ... really.. Very enjoyable twin-stick shooter. I would say a
controller is mandatory because evading enemy fire is more important than accuracy, even if ammunition is sometimes tight.
Once you know the game well, it takes about 40-60 minutes to do a full run and there are a number of mutators which can be
put in place to very the experience (for example, steroids that increase carrying capacity but decrease stealth). The enemies
come in a limited variety of types (normal, bigger, biggest), but they carry all the weapons in the game and use them reasonably
intelligently - their A.I. also gives them a range of behaviors (sometimes they will even flee to find friends).

When your character is killed, an enemy will pick up his gear and acquire a name - you will then be able to defeat that foe on a
future run to recover your lost loot. This and other small touches (such as retaining the crashed hulks of previous tourist ships)
lend the game the feeling of a semi-persistent environment, even if the core principles (kill mutants, find better gear, submit a
complaint to the office) remain the same from one run to the next.

There are 40 or so weapons, ranging from the humble pistol and swung suitcase up to FPS staples like railguns and chainsaws.
Your character has four slots for weapons and big guns use two slots, but have both a primary and secondary fire, giving you
some choice in how to use them. Overall, I thought the guns were satisfying to use and sounded effective, so no complaints
there.

Performance wise, I thought the game looked decent, with plenty of purple mutant blood sprayed everywhere after intense
fights and generally bright and upbeat graphics. I didn't experience any frame rate drops or crashes.. I really enjoy running these
cars on the New Haven route!!! I think its totally worth the $19.99 dollars!!!. It won't surprise anyone looking at my profile, that
I love Tron, and this is heavily nodding in that direction. It's a really nice coaster ride and would recommend installing it.

For anyone wondering on the specs, I played it on ultra and this was with a GTX780. Personal opinion, anybody having choppy
experience in VR should look to their CPU and not their graphics card.
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THIS REVIEW IS NEGTIVIE FOR STEAM VERSION NOT CAUSE OF THE GAME ITSELF.

I did get a refund due to a few things that the steam version didn't have.

The Few things to note is that the game can't run in window mode, doesn't have the 1080p fix and I don't think this is the 2.1v
either. GoG is up to date and they have all the things you need to run into window mode or even 1080p.. The third part of the
Alien Breed series, starting this third part will give a big D\u00e9j\u00e0 vu of the second part. The intro and start-screen are
pretty much the same but instead of green they used a orange\/yellow theme. After a quick Google search i came to the
conclusion that this part was released a little less than two month's after part 2.

As stated before the intro and start menu look exactly the same as part 2, after starting a new single player you get to see the re-
cap of what happened. Again this looks actually like part 2, even the first minute was the same as the previous part. After the
cut-scene you get to start and it again looks actually like A.B 2, i am not stating this is a good or bad thing but since i didn't like
the previous part this just didn't work for me.

Level design is done with a great eye for details, allot of scenic sightseeing helps to enhance the orbital atmosphere. The in-
game cut-scenes are i bit short in my opinion, since they look decent and some of the character designs are to be called quite
unique i would like to see them for longer than 5 seconds... The HUD's change of colour works better since it's easy to see no
matter whats in the background. The music is still pretty good but after playing five minutes i noticed that they cut the alien
ambient sounds. Objectives in the main campaign are mainly going from A to B and activating a switch to proceed in the level
and some backtracking.

Controls are still mainly for the twin-sticks and using a keyboard\/mouse feels awkward and still has some issues with turning
around to shoot an enemy that is hitting you in the back. The multiplayer\/coop aspect and survivor-mode are still the same as
part 2, the overall gameplay is nice but not my thing. Also instead of tuning the game after A.B 2 they kept everything the same,
this could again be a good\/bad thing but they could of optimize the keyboard controls.. this is a great game kind of hard great if
you want a challenge. Like the game; worth supporting the devs by buying a soundtrack that's probably very easy to find online.

To clearify finding the "Soundtrack" folder: right-click 'Plague Inc: Evolved' in your Steam library -> PROPERTIES -> click
'Local Files' sub-folder -> click 'Browse Local Files'. Fun and cute game, but you should really only buy this game when it's on
sale
I got it for 0,60\u20ac and got 1 hour of game time, even though the developers said it had 10.
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